Our Auto Expert
Episode Synopsis

Episode One
Nik takes us bumper to bumper, on the all new, radically and aggressively designed BMW 4 series. Then
Nik explains and shows us how the auto manufactures are removing buttons, switches and knobs as
technology in cars is advancing quickly. Mike takes us to the BMW U.S. Motorcycle Academy in
Greenville, South Carolina. Nik show us the all-new and very impressive Cadillac CT5. The auto
manufacturers have been fighting in trying to outdo each other in one particular area; tailgates for pickup trucks. Nik and Mike show us how they’ve advanced recently.
Episode Two
First up, Nik takes us on a magic carpet ride, with the over the top, Rolls Royce Ghost. Then, Nik show us
why the 2021 Chevy Trailblazer is such a good buy. Genesis keeps raising the bar. In our next segment,
Nik introduces us to the 3 new arrivals from them. Luxury and technology at its best. Nik gets us charged
up with Chevrolet’s new Bolt EUV and EV.
Episode Three
Right out of the gate, Nik takes us bumper to bumper with the all-new bold and powerful Cadillac
Escalade. Mike introduces us to the totally redesigned Nissan Rogue and he is very impressed. One thing
Nik enjoy is studying history. Here he tells us about the vast 110-year legacy of Alfa Romeo. Nik take the
convertible top down and takes us for a spin in the Lexus LC500
Episode Four
You can feel the energy and excitement from Nik, as he test drives the all-new 2021 Toyota Land Cruiser
Heritage Edition. Mike takes on a ride in the of hot 2021 Kia Telluride Night Fall Package. Nik introduces
us to the 2021 Hyundai N Line. Let’s take a look at what is created when the Mercedes-Benz AMG
engineers and it’s F1 teams come together to build its finest vehicle in their portfolio. Nik is blown away.
Nik is thoroughly impressed with the all-new Kia K5, so let’s go for a spin with him.
Episode Five
On-board screen display technology is taking the auto industry by storm. Nik shows us how MercedesBenz are developing some of the most amazing screens. Mike is so impressed with the 2021 Kia Seltos.
Between performance, technology, design cues and price, it going to attract a lot of buyers. Both Nik
and Mike have the coolest jobs, because they get to drive the coolest cars, like the 2021 Corvette
Stingray. Sophistication and elegance are two words Nik used to describe the 2021 Toyota Venza Hybrid;
he also was very impressed with the performance.
Episode Six

First up, Nik explains the history of the Range Rover and then takes us off-roading in the all-new Range
Rover Defender. Nik takes us on a test drive of the 2021 Volvo XC90 ReCharge and he’s rather impressed
with this hybrid’s power and performance, as he called it the can-do anything SUV. Next, buckle in as Nik
and Mike take you on a 797 horse power of a ride with the 2021 Dodge Charger SRT Hellcat Red Eye. Nik
and his pooch are blown away with the 2021 BMW 745e.
Episode Seven
First up, Nik gives us a review of the 2021 Mercedes-Benz S Class, which is loaded with new innovations
and technologies, never seen before. On the eve of autonomous vehicles coming to your town, how the
vehicles and a city engage safely will need to change drastically. Mike takes us to a city that has a
publicly funded living lab designed to provide a real-world test environment. Next up, Nik may be a little
worried for his job, since the all-new 2022 Acura MDX is the 1st vehicle to have Amazon Alexa built in.
Nik introduces us to the all-new 2022 Kia Carnival.
Episode Eight
With Mike in Dearborn, Michigan and Nik in Los Angeles, California, they each give us their take on the
2021 Ford Mustang Mach. With a bold design, and strong performance, Nik feels the 2021 Genesis G80
with give the German manufactures some real competition. Nik takes us on a ride in the all-new 2021
Mini GP. Nik examines a new all electric vehicle manufacturer, Polestar, with their Polestar 2. And he
was impressed, with it’s race car DNA. Next, Mike deep dives into the bold and sexy 2021 Infiniti QX50
Episode Nine
First up, Nik has a really cool virtual experience with the Mercedes-Benz engineers as they design a
concept vehicle for the Avatar 2 movie. In our next segment, both Nik and mike examine the best
performance cars for the dollar. You might be surprised what they find. Here, Nik will take a look at the
stylish and affordable 2021 Kia Telluride, and we see why there is a four-month waiting list to get one.
Nik looks like he’s driving in style, as he test drives the 2021 Lexus IS. Finally, Mike introduces us to the
Ford Mach-E 1400 race car.
Episode Ten
Nik’s a big fan of the 2021 Volvo Audi eTRON Sportback. He show us why. Here, Mike explains how the
coupe SUV came, went and came back again with the Infinity QX55. Nik travels to Bahrain to test drive
the Lamborghini Hurican EVO. In Austin Texas, Nik takes us off roading in the 2021 hybrid Wrangler 4XE.
Who would have ever thought we’d on day see an all-electric Hummer? Well, Nik, that’s who.
Episode Eleven
First up, Nik has a lot of fun in the all-new Mazda CX30 Turbo. Nik explains the top ten reasons why you
should consider the 2022 VW IDA. Indestructible is a word Nik used for our next ride and drive, the
Toyota 4 Runner. Nik’s off in the desert with the all-new 2022 Hyundai Santa Cruz. We all hope this
Lexus concept car becomes a reality. We all hope this Lexus LF-Z Concept Electric concept car becomes a
reality.
Episode Twelve

Nik’s a big fan of the 2021 Lincoln Aviator GT Hybrid. Mike shows us how Audi makes another big
statement with the 2021 Audi Q5. Nik explains how Jeep tuned the Wagoneer brand into a luxury
platform. Nik has a new experience with the hands-free test drive of the 2022 Chevy Bolt SUV.
Mike tips his helmet in honor to female motorcyclist on International Female Riders Day.
Episode Thirteen
In our 1st segment, Nik explains BMW’s bold statement of it electrified future. For one who loves offroading, Mike takes us along in the all-new Nissan Titan Pro-4X. Cadillac once again, show its strength
and performance in the all-new Escalade. Nik takes us to Amelia Island, Florida for the 2021 Concours
d’Elegance, an internationally recognized classic car show. Here Nik shows us how the Toyota Tundra
retains its value and exudes reliability and quality. Nik has a blast in the muscle car like Jeep Wrangler
Rubicon 392

